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4 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION gia 
{ WASHINGTON, D. C. “gt ee . 

YBI, Dallas (89-43) Decenber 11, 1963 . 
Te: 

e 

Oe HARVEY OSWALD, aka; Nea ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
q ve JOHN FITZGERALD EEIDY,_ — John Edgar Hoover, Dirwoter 
 #) 11/22/63, DALLAS, TEXAS ~~ on , 62-109060 

: FBI File Ne. De 437464 AX 
Dallas Leb. No. D-437562 AX 

Examination requested by: . : 

Letter 12/5/63 
Reference: 

Document = Fingerprint ne, [. 
Examination requested: : . L / 

Remarks: 

Photographs of Q232 through Q235 are attached for your ~- - 
information, 

The typewriting on Q232 through Q235 was not identified 
.. in the National Security File. Appropriate photographs will be 
added to this file. 

_  Q@234 and Q235 were received in the Laboratory on 12/9/63; 
along with a group of other letters for translation, from the office 
of the Attorney General. eT 0.138 L2. 1052 ZO 18 0 
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Tmt REPORT ts ons © of the © “ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 9 ga 
a {i . WASHINGTON, D. C. ate 

te ' December 38, 1963 © 
* #1, Dallas (89-43) ° , Per rile No. 62-109060 or an 

Re: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka; Las.ne, D-437464 AX Hen 
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT. D-437562 AK ~~. 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, o 
11/22/63, DALLAS, TEXAS 
AFO 

- Specimens received 12/ o/ 63 

Q232 Envelope addressed to Lee Harvey Oswald, Mail Office, © 
. Dallas, Texas U.8.A., postmarked La Habana, Cuba, 

November 28; $:30 &.m., 1963 , 

Q233 = Typewritten letter headed La Habana, 10 de Novioenbre, 
1963, addressed to Lee Harvey Oswald, Mail Office, 

- Dallas, Texas, U.S.A., bearing salutation of Amigo Lee 
and ending “Siempre sincerely, Pedro Charles" signed 
Peter" u . 

fe -, 

Specimens available in Bureau - 

Q234 Envelope addressed to Mr. Roberto Kennedy, Secretary of - - 
Justice, Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., U.8.A., 

; postmarked on reverse side Habana, Cuba, Nov. 28 9:30 
- AM, 1963 ; So 

Q235 Typewritten letter headed La Habana, 27 de Noviembre, 1963, 
addressed Mr. Robert Kennedy, Secretary of Justicia, : 
Washington, D. C., bearing on reverse side the -handwritten 
and typewritten signture “Mario del Rosario Molina”. . 

Result of examination: 

It was concluded that specimens Q232 through Q235 were prepare 
-On the same typewriter. This machine is equipped with Remington 
Number 10 large pica type, first used on standard correspondence 
machines in October, 1935. This typewriting was not identified in the 

wet speaymous Letter File. Appropriate photographs will be added to this 
tmes Co , . . . . to Belmoat _._°¢ 
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, It was concluded that the envelopes, Q232 and Q234, cane 
from the sane source. These envelopes have a yellowish tinge | 
indicating they are from an old batch. It was noted that the 
postmark on the reverse side of both envelopes is the same and 
that the "9:30 A.M." portion of the postmark is upside down on 

'.. , Doth envelopes. Furthermore, both envelopes have an illegible 
_ ors: postmark on the face of the envelopes of which only the "1963" * |. view 48 legible. In addition, it was noted that the sane kind of 
“|. three-cent stamp was found on both envelopes. re 

Q233 measures 8.38" x 12.95" x 0.0020" (manifold paper). 
Q235 measures 8.30" x 12.89" x 0.0042" (bond paper). No watermarks 
or other significant characteristics were noted which would ; 
indicate the source of the paper or envelopes, Q232 through Q235,. 

mt . Xt was found that the same type of pen and ink were used 
‘sy te prepare the signatures on 0233 and Q235. These signatures are | -‘b | Udmited in nature and are not comparable with each other. Hence, 

™ it could not be determined if both signatures were written by the | . 
sane individual. ae 

No indented handwriting was found on Q232 through Q235. ~~~ 
. No microdots were found on Q232 through Q235,. . a 

wha “It, was concluded that the envelopes, 232 and Q234, had 
‘been previously opened and resealed.: - ‘ge FT 

_ Mo latent prints of value were found on Q232 through Q235. : 
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. The submitted evidence is retained. _ ae 
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